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In this study, heat transfer through a porous fin with the rectangular cross section that is subjected to laminar flow
in an isotropic homogeneous medium is investigated. The Darcy model is used to simulate heat transfer in porous
media. It is assumed that the fin is one-dimensional and homogenous, the flow is laminar, and the generated heat is a
linear function of temperature. In this research, an analytical method is used to obtain the temperature distribution
after deriving the heat transfer equation. To validate the obtained solution by the analytical method, it is compared
with the results obtained by a numerical method. The mentioned problem is investigated for fins with rectangular
geometries. For this purpose, in order to validate the solutions, homotopy analysis method (HAM) is employed. The
HAM for different cases is compared with the results obtained by the Runge–Kutta method. The effects of various
parameters, including convection and porosity, are examined.

I.

Introduction

F

IN industry is always intended to reduce size and cost of
extended surfaces. For doing this, materials with high thermal
conductivity should be used, which increases the total cost. They can
be used in economizers, super heaters, heat pipes, thermosiphons, gas
turbines, chemical industry, aircraft industries, motorcycles, heat
exchangers, and tubeless solar collectors [1–7]. With the developing
demand of modern manufacturing to the materials with specific
aptitudes and new properties, improvements can be observed even
amidst the metals. Porous metals and the developing applicability of
these materials are the evidence for this claim. Fins are frequently
used in various applications of heat transfer [8–15]. An extensive
study has been conducted in this field, and there are numerous
references in the field of heat transfer in porous fins [16–20].
Kiwan and Al-Nmir [21] investigated the natural convection
heat transfer in porous fins. All of the geometrical and flow
parameters are incorporated in one parameter called porosity.
Three states of fin were considered: fin with infinite length, fin with
finite length and adiabatic end, and fin with infinite length without
adiabatic end. The effect of porosity parameter on all of the
mentioned cases was investigated. Nguyen and Aziz [22] were
intended to investigate heat transfer rates from the fins subjected to
radiation and convection heat transfer mechanisms and different
profiles. For doing this, they used finite difference method in order
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to investigate the performance of different profiles. Their achievement
was a three-dimensional nonlinear equation. For solving the
equation, they used the Newton–Raphson method. In addition, they
indicated that the heat transfer rate for rectangular fins was greater than
that for triangular ones. Finally, by comparing the results of the
parabolic–concave profile, it was inferred that heat transfer from these
fins was the lowest in comparison with the other profiles. Wojtkowiak
et al. [23] discussed the efficiency of a horizontal fin subjected to
natural convection and radiative heat transfer mechanisms. Numerical
calculations of temperature for fin efficiency at constant heat transfer
coefficient were presented, and the obtained results were compared
with conventional analytical methods. Golra and Bakier [24]
investigated the effect of radiative and convective heat transfer in
porous media. The Darcy model was used to derive heat transfer
equation. The effects of several parameters, including porosity,
radiation, and temperature ratio, on dimensionless temperature
distribution and heat transfer rate in porous fin were also studied.
Ganji et al. [25] used the homotopy perturbation method and
variational iteration method to solve different sets of equations. To
evaluate the accuracy of methods, the obtained results were compared
with the exact solutions, and it was observed that both mentioned
methods were able to solve the vast majority of nonlinear differential
equations with high accuracy. Tari et al. [26] tried to solve nonlinear
equations of heat transfer using the variational iteration method, and
they indicated that this method was able to solve majority of linear
and nonlinear equations without any restriction of nonlinearity.
Bouaziz and Aziz [27] discussed conduction–radiation heat transfer
in fins with temperature-dependent internal heat generation by
linear optimization in 2010. The obtained results were compared
with numerical results. Moreover, they investigated the effect of
conduction–convection parameters, linear optimization, and its
parameters and the parameter of heat generation on heat transfer and
temperature distribution of fin. Hatami [28–30] studied heat transfer
in a porous fin of Al2 O3 , SiC, and Si3 N4 and Fe3 O4 -water nanofluid
with temperature-dependent internal heat generation. They considered
rectangular profile for the problem and used the Darcy model for
simulation in porous medium. They used finite difference and
combined methods to solve the governing equations.
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II.

Porous Fin and Problem Definition
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A. Short Review of Porous Media

Heat and mass transport in saturated porous media is a great
development in heat transfer research in recent years. In fact, it is
considered as an essential topic in heat and mass lectures. Although
fluid mechanics in porous medium have attracted the attention of
physicists and engineers, study of new field in heat transfer goes back
to around three decades ago [31]. They indicated that the gradual
decrease in the volume of heat transfer devices causes the flow to
change to lower Reynolds numbers. This would make the designer
work in a different area in which the dimensions are considerably
smaller, and their structures are more complex compared with old
devices, which used to be larger and have a single situation. High
rates of heat transfer compared with low scales of electronic cooling
devices are the strongest indicator of this process. It can be expressed
that the new formulation has achieved a new insight in theory of heat
exchangers for small-scale applications in the design and analysis of
heat exchangers based on fundamentals of fluid flow through porous
media. Representation of flow and heat transfer in porous media
saturated by fluid is based on special concepts that cannot be found
in heat transfer of pure medium. Porosity and permeability are some
examples. Definition of porosity in a porous media in engineering heat
transfer includes porous media saturated by a fluid that is isentropic,
homogenous, and unchangeable. In such media, volumetric porosity
(φ) is the area of the empty section of the cross section/area of the entire
cross section [32].

/
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between fin and surroundings (α  ε), a temperature difference is
caused, which will lead to convection heat transfer. By considering
time-dependent heat generation, we will have [34]:
q  q∞ 1  ξT − T ∞ 
Based on the Darcy model for velocity, we have [31]:
Vw 

_ p T − T ∞ 
qx − qx  Δx  q AΔx  mc


α
 hpΔx1 − ϕT − T ∞   σεpΔx T 4 − T 4∞
ε



hp1 − ϕ
σεp 4
T − T ∞  
T − T 4∞ 
keff A
keff A

(4)

By assuming that the temperature difference inside the flow is
small enough, T 4 can be introduced as a linear function of
temperature using Taylor expansion based on T ∞ and by neglecting
terms of higher order: T 4  4T 3∞ T − 3T 4∞
Effective thermal conductivity in porous media based on the Darcy
model along with internal energy generation is defined as follows:
keff  ϕ ⋅ kf  1 − ϕ ⋅ ks

(5)

εG  ξT b − T ∞ 

(6)

By introducing the parameters, we have
Da 

 
K
q∞
RaDa b 2
4σT 3∞ pε2
;
S
;
G


; R
h
2
kr
L
keff A
hpT − T ∞ 
b

εG  ξT b − T ∞ ; M 
(1)

In the above equation, radiation heat transfer exists at both sides.
On the left side, the net rate of heat transfer applied to the element
is in the form of conduction and radiation, and on the right side,
the net rate of heat transfer is radiation between porous medium and
the surroundings at infinite temperature. It is assumed that the
coefficients of absorption and emission are the same for all
wavelengths (Kirchhoff’s law). Because of the buoyancy force

(3)



ρcp gKβ
d dT 16σT 4∞ dT

T − T ∞ 2
 q∞ 1  ξT − T ∞  
dx dx 3βR keff dx
υbkeff

C. Governing Equations of the Problem

By writing the energy balance for a cross section of the fin [33]:

gkβ
T − T ∞ 
υ

Combination of conduction and radiation and substituting
equations in Eq. (1), we have

B. Geometry of the Problem

The rectangular profile that is attached to a vertical wall at constant
temperature is illustrated in Fig. 1. Flow is laminar and steady.
Porosity allows the flow to penetrate the medium.

(2)

hp1 − ϕ
k
4σT 3∞
; kr  eff ; Rd 
keff A
kf
3βR keff
(7)

By substituting the above parameters in the equations, we will
finally obtain:
d2 θ
d2 θ
 4Rd 2  G1  εθX − Sh θ2  Nc  Nrθ  0 (8)
2
dX
dX
In the above relationships, Da is Darcy number, Ra is Rayleigh
number, Sh is porosity parameter, Nc is convection parameter, kr is
component of thermal conductivity ratio, Rd is conduction–radiation
parameter, Nr is parameter of radiation between surfacesurroundings, G is dimensionless number of generated heat, εG is
parameter of internal heat generation, and θb is parameter of surface
temperature.
By applying the dimensionless quantities, fin efficiency can be
expressed as follows:
R1
Ncθb − 1θ  4Nrθ − 1 dx
(9)
η 0
Ncθb − 1  Nrθ4b − 1
D. Boundary Condition

Depending on the condition applied on the end side of fin, we will
have three types of fins. In this paper, we select the fin of finite length
and adiabatic end. Governing equation of the problem is a linear
differential equation of second order that requires two boundary
conditions.
First boundary condition:
Fig. 1 Schematic of the investigated profile.

X  1 → θ1  1

(10)
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Lθm 0 X − χ m 0 θm 0 −1 X  ℏRm 0 X

Second boundary condition:
X  0 → θ 0 0  1

(20)

(11)
Rm 0 X  1  4Rdθm0 00 −1 − Nc  Nrθm 0 −1
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III.

−

Analysis of Homotopy Analysis Method
in the Problem

(12)

The equivalent differential equation is written as follows:
d2 θ
0
dX 2

θ 0 0  0

(14)

1 − PLθX; p − θ0 X  pℏNθX; p;
θ 0 0; p  0

(15)

where P is the embedding parameter in the range of P ∈ 0; 1 and h
represents auxiliary parameters that are nonzero. N rec θX; p is a
nonlinear operator defined as follows:
d2 θX; p
− ShθX; p5
dX 2
− Nc  NrθX; p  0

NθX; p  1  4Rd

θ1; p  0;

θX; p  θ0 X 
θm 0 X 

θ 0 0; p  0

(23)

IV.

Results

If the value of the function θ 0 0 X is plotted at a boundary point
based on the auxiliary parameter h, for those values of h” at which this
value is constant, the solution will be converged [34]. Figures 2 and 3
represent curves of h for different values of Nc, Nr, Rd, G, and Sh for
nine iterations on the boundary point of X  1. These curves give
acceptable ranges of h for convergence of solution. In this problem,
ℏ  −0.2 is adopted.
Figures 2 and 3 Illustrate convergence curves of h for different
values of radiation parameter Nr and convection parameter Nc for 11
iterations on the boundary point of X  1. These curves illustrate the
acceptable range of h for solution convergence.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate convergence curves of h for different
values of conduction–radiation parameter Rd and porosity
parameter Sh for 11 iterations on the boundary point X  1.
These curves indicate the acceptable range of h for solution
convergence.

(16)

(17)

Therefore, when P increases from 0 to 1, θX; p changes from
θ0 X to θX. Taylor expansion of θX; p can be written as follows
based on power series of P:
∞
X

(22)

The procedure of converting nonlinear terms to sigma is
illustrated by He [34]. Now Eqs. (20) and (21) are solved by Maple
software, and the convergence range will be discussed. For example,
for m  1, the equations are shown in the Appendix.

Nr=0.1

θX; 1  θX

m0 ≤ 1
m0 > 1

0;
1;

And the boundary conditions are written as follows:

For P  0 and P  1 we have:
θX; 0  θ0 X;

(21)

A. Determining the Range of Convergence

In the homotopy analysis method, the zeroth-order deformation
equation under the corresponding boundary condition for the present
problem is written as follows [34]:

θ1; p  1;


χm 0 

(13)

Boundary conditions are as follows in this case:
θ1  1;

Shθm 0 −1−k θk 

k0

In this section, the mentioned problem is investigated for
rectangular geometry (Fig. 1). A boundary value problem can be
turned to ordinary differential equation and can be solved
numerically by the Runge–Kutta method [35–37]. To validate the
solutions, the homotopy analysis method for different cases is
compared with the results obtained by the Runge–Kutta method.
After this, the effect of different parameters is discussed. This
problem is solved for the general case, and the output is obtained as a
relationship for one iteration, which is presented in the following
sections.
To obtain θX, the auxiliary linear operator is selected as follows:
Lθ  θ 0 0

0 −1
m
X

Nr=0.3

Nr=0.6

Nr=0.9

20

10

0

θm 0 Xpm ;

m 0 1


0
1 ∂m θX; p
0

m 0!
∂pm
p1

0

(18)

The value of h is selected in a way that in the case of P  1, the
series approaches θX and we have:
θX  θ0 X 

∞
X

θm 0 X

-10

(19)

m 0 1

From zeroth-order deformation equation, m 0 times derivation with
respect to P is calculated.
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Fig. 6 Dimensionless temperature distribution for different values
of Nc.

Fig. 3 Convergence curve of h for different Nc.
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Fig. 7 Dimensionless temperature distribution for different values
of Nr.

Fig. 4 Convergence curve of h for different Rd.
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Fig. 8 Dimensionless temperature distribution for different porosity
parameters.
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Fig. 9 Dimensionless temperature distribution for different internal
heat generation.
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B. Effect of Different Parameters on Temperature Distribution

To validate the solutions, the obtained results by the homotopy
analysis method are compared with those obtained by a numerical
boundary value problem for different cases.
Figures 6–9 illustrate dimensionless temperature distribution in a
porous fin with an adiabatic end for different convection (Nc),
radiation-surroundings (Nr), porosity (Sh), and radiation-surface
(Rd) parameters by analytical and numerical methods. According to
these figures, it can be observed that the analytical methods have
great potential in solving this problem with the mentioned boundary
conditions.
Moreover, as illustrated in Figs. 6–9, with the increase of some
parameters, including convection, radiation-surroundings, and
porosity, and with the decline of internal heat generation, the
dimensionless temperature distribution curve in the porous fin is
decreased, which increases the slope of temperature profiles.
Besides, as illustrated in the figures, according to these variations, it
can be inferred that with the increase of convection, porosity, and
radiation-surroundings parameters, temperature drops and heat flow
from fin base (X  1) increases, which increases the slope of
temperature profiles.
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C. Effect of Different Parameters on Efficiency

In this section, the effects of different parameters, including
convection–conduction (Nc), radiation–conduction (Rd), porosity
(Sh), and radiation–conduction (Rd) on efficiency are examined.
Besides, by comparing the obtained profiles in Fig. 10 and 11, it can
be observed that with the decrease of internal heat parameter,
efficiency will increase.

V.

Conclusions

In this section, the obtained results of this study are summarized.
Majority of the results were in accordance with predictions. However,
three main purposes proof of the predictions, investigation of
heat transfer variations, and the application of the analytical
method named “homotopy perturbation and collocation methods”
(in addition to proving their application in heat transfer problems)—
were followed. In this research, by using analytical methods, a
nonlinear equation of temperature along with the deriving process of
the dimensionless temperature, temperature gradient, and the
efficiency, the effects of various parameters have been investigated.
According to the conducted investigations, the following conclusions
have been obtained:
1) As the radiation–conduction parameter is decreased,
the curve of dimensionless temperature distribution in a porous fin
is increased.
2) With the increase of some parameters, including
convection, porosity, and radiation-surroundings, the temperature
is decreased and the heat flow from the fin base (X  1)
is increased.
3) With the increase of the porosity, convection, and the
radiation-surroundings parameter, the efficiency is increased.
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Fig. 10 Efficiency versus porosity coefficient and convection parameter.
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θ2 X  −05ℏGε − 2ℏ2 RdGε − 0625Shℏ2 Gε
− 04166666667Gεh2 Nc  2ℏ2 RdSh − 04166666667Gεℏ2 Nr
 05 hSh − 05 hG  05ℏNc  05ℏNr − 05Gεh2 − 2ℏ2 RdG
 2 h2 RdNc  2 h2 RdNr − 0.416667Shh2 G0.625Shℏ2 Nc
 0.625Shℏ2 Nr  0.5Shℏ2  0.2083333333G2 εh2
 0.2083333333G2 ε2 h2 − 0.2083333Nch2 G − 0.5ℏ2 G
 0.4166666667Ncℏ2 Nr − 0.208333Nrℏ2 G  0.5ℏ2 Nc
 0.5ℏ2 Nr  0.416667ℏ2 Sh2  0.208333333ℏ2 Nc2
 0.20833h2 Nr2  0.5 h−1.Sh  G1  ε − Nc − NrX 2
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× 0.5000000000h2 −Sh  G  Gε − Nc − Nr

× 0.08333333333GεX 4 − 0.5GεX2 − 0.1666666667ShX4
− 0.0833333NrX 4  4.RdX2  ShX2  0.5NrX2  0.5x2 Nc
 X2 − 0.08333333333x4 Nc

(A2)
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